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Self Introduction
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Current HPC Workflow
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HPC workflow includes not only CAE solver execution but also Visualization and Machine Learning processes
All applications need to scale immediately on proper devices ➡ Container and Cloud Computing 

Pre-processing

CPU/GPU Intensive GPU Intensive

Solver Execution Visualization Machine Learning

Development Env. Production Env.

PC

- Flexible hardware choices depending on processes

- Scalable infrastructure
➡ Cloud Computing

Immediate transition

from dev. to production

➡ Container



Today’s Focus: Productivity Enhancement
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Productivity

Cost

Security

There are several aspects of requirements when using containers in enterprise

In this presentation, we will focus on the effects of HPC containers on productivity

Support

■ Usability: Easy to use

What features of HPC container can enhance enterprise productivity?

■ Efficiency: Reuse assets inside/outside of company

■ Speed: Immediate deployment in the cloud



Singularity Container
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Comparing with virtual machines, containerization performs with less overhead

While Docker separates host’s resources with namespace, Singularity can share host’s resources 

Image Source: https://www.sylabs.io/docs/

VM Virtualization Containerization



Singularity and Docker
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Feature Singularity Docker

Work with HPC Job Schedulers Yes No

Native Support for MPI Yes Yes

Native Support for InfiniBand Yes Yes

Native Support for GPU Yes No

Require Daemon process with root privilege No Yes

Singularity Container is the best choice because it exhaustively supports indispensable tools for HPC

It is also important that we can run jobs without root privilege from security perspective

Partially modified the table of https://www.emc.com/collateral/solution-overview/ready-solns-for-ai-machinedeep-learning-sol-overview.pdf



Comparison of Containers
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Image Source: https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0177459.t001

“Singularity: Scientific Containers for Mobility of Compute”, G. M. Kurtzer et al, https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0177459

We can see a comparison of containers in detail in the following reference



Singularity Container’s Benefits
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Singularity plugin for SLURM: https://github.com/singularityware/singularity/tree/master/src/slurm

NVIDIA GPUs : Can use native driver of host, easily integrate with --nv option

MPI : Supports OpenMPI, MPICH, Intel MPI, MVAPICH2

Job Scheduler : Can use SLURM (Singularity plugin for SLURM), Torque, SGE

$ singularity exec --nv docker://tensorflow/tensorflow:latest-gpu python ¥
./models/tutorials/image/mnist/convolutional.py

$ mpirun –np 32 –machinefile $HOME/hosts singularity run lammps.sif < in.lj

$ srun --singularity-image=/cvmfs/cms.cern.ch/rootfs/x86_64/centos7/latest ls -lh /



Reuse the Existing Container Images 
developed inside/outside Company
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Reuse of Existing Container Assets
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“Singularity is good friends with Docker.” Quoted from Singularity User Guide

Singularity can integrate with Docker seamlessly, i.e. run containers / build images from Docker images
➡ Can accelerate R&D by utilizing Docker ecosystem

$ docker run <docker-registry>

Docker Container Singularity Container

Docker Hub can be seen as a Singularity registry

$ singularity run docker://<docker-registry>



Container Assets inside/outside of Company
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AWS Cloud

Internet

Singularity Library

The existing Docker images developed inside/outside company, both can be converted to Singularity images

The point is whether enterprises can reuse Docker images in their private registries

➡ Sylabs has improved support for private registry recently

Inside of Company Outside of Company 



Reuse Docker Images in AWS ECR*
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# log in to ECR
$ eval $(aws ecr get-login --no-include-email)

# pull image from ECR
$ AWS_REPO=<account_id>.dkr.ecr.ap-northeast-1.amazonaws.com/library:tag
$ docker pull $AWS_REPO

# pull image from local docker registry
$ singularity pull docker-daemon://$AWS_REPO

There are 2 ways to reuse Docker images managed by AWS ECR;

1. Local Registry + Singularity pull docker-daemon://, 2. Singularity Global Client (sregistry)

# set environmental variables
$ AWS_URL=https://<account_id>.dkr.ecr.ap-northeast-1.amazonaws.com
$ AWS_REPO=$(echo $AWS_URL |sed 's/https¥?:¥/¥///')
$ export SREGISTRY_AWS_ID=$(echo $AWS_REPO | cut -d. -f1)
$ export SREGISTRY_AWS_ZONE=ap-northeast-1
$ export SREGISTRY_AWS_KEY=<access_key>
$ export SREGISTRY_AWS_SECRET=<secret_access_key>

# pull image using singularity global client (sregistry)
$ sregistry pull aws://myRepo:tag

local local

*ECR: Elastic Container Registry



NVIDIA GPU CLOUD (NGC)
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NVIDIA GPU CLOUD

https://ngc.nvidia.com/

Image Source: https://www.nvidia.com/ja-jp/gpu-cloud/ Image Source: https://devblogs.nvidia.com/docker-compatibility-singularity-hpc/

Container registry service provided by NVIDIA, various Docker images with optimized application are available

Users can quickly deploy containers for Deep Learning Frameworks, HPC and Visualization with NGC



Get Registry Information from NGC
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1. Log in to NGC*

* In order to log in to NGC, you need to sign up for NGC account at the beginning. If you would like to pull images by Singularity, you also need to generate an API key. 



Get Registry Information from NGC
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2. Select software1. Log in to NGC



Get Registry Information from NGC
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3. Check the description of “Pull Command” 2. Select software1. Log in to NGC



Get Registry Information from NGC
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3. Check the description of “Pull Command” 2. Select software1. Log in to NGC



Pull NGC Images by Singularity
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# set environmental variables
export SINGULARITY_DOCKER_USERNAME='$oauthtoken'
export SINGULARITY_DOCKER_PASSWORD=<NGC_API_KEY>

# pull image from NGC
$ singularity pull docker://nvcr.io/hpc/lammps:24Oct2018

In SC18*, NVIDIA announced official support of Singularity containers

NVIDIA already provides manuals for pulling images using Singularity CLI directly from NGC

*SC18: The International Conference for High Performance Computing, Networking, Storage, and Analysis 2018



Create HPC Containers with ease
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Singularity Definition File & HPC Container Maker (HPCCM)
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Bootstrap: docker
From: centos:latest
%post

yum -y update
yum -y install gcc gcc-gfortran gcc-c++ make wget git
mkdir /tmp/build
cd /tmp/build
wget https://www.open-mpi.org/software/ompi/v1.6/downloads/openmpi-1.6.4.tar.gz
tar xvfz openmpi-1.6.4.tar.gz
cd openmpi-1.6.4
./configure --prefix=/usr/local
make
make install

%environment
export LD_LIBRARY_PATH=/usr/local/lib:$LD_LIBRARY_PATH

%runscript
/usr/local/bin/lmp_g++_openmpi

Definition file*1 is a build script for Singularity, just like Dockerfile for Docker

HPCCM*2 is a python package which helps users by generating definition files from a simple python recipe

*1 Previously called “Recipe file” before release of Singularity 3.0 *2 HPC Container Maker: https://github.com/NVIDIA/hpc-container-maker



Singularity Definition File & HPC Container Maker (HPCCM)
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# create HPCCM recipe file
$ cat << ‘EOF’ >> HPCCM.py
$ Stage0 += baseimage(image='centos:7')
$ Stage0 += gnu()
$ EOF

# pull image from ECR
$ hpccm --recipe HPCCM.py --format singularity

Definition file*1 is a build script for Singularity, just like Dockerfile for Docker

HPCCM*2 is a python package which helps users by generating definition files from a simple python recipe



Singularity Definition File & HPC Container Maker (HPCCM)
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# create HPCCM recipe file
$ cat << ‘EOF’ >> HPCCM.py
$ Stage0 += baseimage(image='centos:7')
$ Stage0 += gnu()
$ EOF

# pull image from ECR
$ hpccm --recipe HPCCM.py --format singularity

BootStrap: docker
From: centos:7
%post

. /.singularity.d/env/10-docker.sh

# GNU compiler
%post

yum install -y ¥
gcc ¥
gcc-c++ ¥
gcc-gfortran

rm -rf /var/cache/yum/*

Definition file*1 is a build script for Singularity, just like Dockerfile for Docker

HPCCM*2 is a python package which helps users by generating definition files from a simple python recipe



Expectation for Software Vendors: Official Singularity Images
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Intel published an official registry in Singularity Hub and provides images of MILC, LAMMPS etc

Enterprise users are expecting software vendors to provide their official Singularity images like this

$ APPNAME=lammps
$ singularity pull shub://intel/Intel-HPC-Container:$APPNAME

https://github.com/intel/Intel-HPC-Container

https://singularityhub.github.io/containers/registry/HPC-registry/


